AGENDA

Introduction
– Meeting overview – Elizabeth Erickson, BNRC Chair

Butte Area One Small Project Presentations
– Background and Introduction – Pat Cunneen, NRDP
– Presentations:
  John McKee
    o “Conservatory Consolidated” by Mark Reavis
  Edie McClafferty
    o “Restoring Tree Growth” by Paul Conrad, MT Tech
    o “Lexington Ave. Wetland Project Development” by Ted Dodge, WRC
  Chad Okrusch
    o “Vegetative Restoration at Mandan Park” by Norm DeNeal
    o “Vegetative Restoration at Clear Grit Dump” by Norm DeNeal
  Emmett Riordan
    o “Vegetative Restoration North of Pit Viewing Stand” by Norm DeNeal
  Dave Williams
    o “Vegetative Restoration East of Pit Viewing Stand” by Norm DeNeal
    o “Mineralogy/Geochemistry of Slag” by Chris Gammons, MT Tech
    o “Moulton Reservoir Restoration/Recreation” by Julia Crain, BSB
    o “Hands On Science Exhibits” by Lois Podobnik, Science Mine

• Questions/Comments from the Council after each presentation
• Questions/Comments from the Public after each presentation